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Introduction
As the time approaches for what could well be President Bill Clinton’s decision to
deploy a national missile defense (NMD), we should review where the current pro-gram
and policies are taking the nation. It is as important to avoid a premature
deployment that would embarrass proponents as it is to move expeditiously to a
useful defense. Missile defense, particularly for the U.S. homeland, has been a divi-sive
issue since the first system was proposed some 40 years ago. It continues to be
politically controversial today, even as a possible deployment decision on an NMD
system approaches in the summer of 2000. Nevertheless, there is a growing consen-sus
that the United States faces a potential threat from ballistic missiles and
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) in the hands of so-called rogue states.
1

The administration and most observers have concluded that a set of measures,
to include the deployment of both NMD and theater missile defenses (TMD),
appears warranted. In January 1999, the Clinton administration signaled a change
in its approach to missile defenses—from an emphasis on development and tech-nology
readiness to an emphasis on near-term deployment in 2005 of an initial
capability.
2

Later that same year, President Clinton signed into law the Cochran-Inouye
bill that called for the deployment of an NMD “as soon as is technologically
possible.”
3

Thus, the United States is committed to the deployment of some form of
NMD. The only questions are when and under what circumstances.
If the need is there and a commitment to deploy has been made, will the pro-gram
be ready? There are a number of reasons to be concerned about the program’s
ability to meet the administration’s goal of an NMD deployment by 2005. In
November 1999, the Department of Defense (DOD) conducted its first intercept
test of a prototype NMD interceptor. In January 2000, another partially successful
NMD test was conducted. The November test resulted in a successful intercept
proving hit-to-kill technology. The January test demonstrated an integrated system
(including BM/C
3

[battle management/command, control, and communications])
but did not achieve intercept. These successes have been sufficient to encourage
DOD to proceed with both the theater high altitude area defense (THAAD) and
NMD programs. Nevertheless, a lengthy engineering development program
1. George Tenet, “The Worldwide Threat in 2000: Global Realities of Our National Security,”
(statement of the director of central intelligence before the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence,
February 2, 2000); also, Ivo H. Daalder, James M. Goldgeier, and James M. Lindsay, “Deploying
NMD: Not Whether, But How?” Survival 42, no. 1 (Spring 2000).
2. William Cohen, secretary of defense, and Lt. Gen. Lester Lyles, USAF, director of the Ballistic
Missile Defense Organization (BMDO) (briefing, January 20, 1999, Federal Information Systems
Corporation).
3. National Missile Defense Act of 1999, Public Law No. 106-38.
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remains to be completed; it involves, in the case of NMD, some 20 additional
missile flight tests as well as tests of the system’s radars and command-and-control
network.
If the target date of 2005 for an initial operating NMD capability is to be
reached, a decision to proceed with deployment must be taken very soon. Such a
decision could be made as early as summer 2000, based on the results of a deploy-ment
readiness review (DRR) planned by DOD. This review is necessary given the
political interests of proponents and opponents alike and apparent technical and
managerial problems facing the program itself.
On the basis of the outcome of the review, DOD could recommend to the pres-ident
that he decide to move forward. Although the administration is not required
to make a decision to deploy at that time, it would be hard to achieve the adminis-tration’s
stated goal of an operational system by 2005 if the decision to deploy was
delayed past the end of the year. The physical effort required to build a site in Alaska
demands the building process begin before the end of 2000 in order to have it ready
by 2005. The administration could use the opportunity presented by the DRR to
make the decision to build the Alaska site and procure long-lead items while it
defers an actual deployment decision until later.
There are reasons to believe that the NMD system proposed by the administra-tion
will not be judged technologically ready to support a deployment decision in
2000. Not the least of these reasons is that only three tests of the NMD system will
have been completed by then, none of them involving the actual interceptor missile
that would, eventually, be deployed. Most of the component systems for the NMD
are in the early stages of testing. Only a handful of hit-to-kill tests have been suc-cessful.
The various components of the initial architecture will have to proceed
swiftly and almost flawlessly through the development process if there is to be any
hope of reaching the proposed deployment date. Because of past funding uncer-tainties,
developers have had to make do in a number of instances with inadequate
and even outdated equipment and test vehicles.
4

These problems increase the risk of
test failures. A review panel headed by Gen. Larry Welch, USAF (Ret.) warned
recently that the current NMD program was in danger of “a rush to failure.”
5

Even if the various programs negotiate this set of hurdles and a decision to
deploy is made, the planned initial NMD may not be able to meet the challenge of a
responsive threat, one present in larger-than-expected numbers of deploying coun-termeasures.
According to the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO), this
threat will be met by the addition of more interceptors and the deployment of the
low-orbiting elements of the space-based infrared system (SBIRS). SBIRS Low will
provide an enhanced ability to discriminate warheads from decoys and debris. This
same system will also provide vital support to longer-range TMD systems. Yet, as
planned, the initial space-based infrared satellite will not be in orbit until 2006, and
a full constellation will not be in place before 2010. Moreover, funding problems
4. Bradley Graham, “Missile Shield Still Draws Friends, Fire,” Washington Post, January 17,
2000, p. A1.
5. “Report of the Panel on Reducing Risk in Ballistic Missile Defense Flight Test Programs,”
February 27, 1998 <www.fas.org/spp/starwars/program/welch/welch-1.htm> (accessed May 2000).
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have already curtailed the Air Force’s planned development program, raising the
level of program risk and the possibility that both initial and subsequent deploy-ments
of SBIRS will be delayed. If a delay does occur, the ability of both TMD
systems and the NMD to defeat missile threats incorporating countermeasures
could be seriously compromised.
There exists the very real danger that the United States might still deploy the
wrong capabilities or, at least, inadequate ones, particularly for NMD. The admin-istration’s
current plan is to deploy a very limited defense consisting of 100
interceptors and one engagement radar at a single site, supported by a small num-ber
of upgraded early warning radars. This would appear to be the simplest and
least costly course, particularly given uncertainties regarding when and where a
missile threat will emerge. However, there are reasons to question the wisdom of
such a limited NMD deployment. A recent RAND analysis summarized the princi-pal
concerns expressed by critics of the administration’s current plan:
... with both widening support and a heightened sense of urgency for at least a
limited NMD, there is a danger that the United States will take a path of least
technical, bureaucratic and diplomatic resistance, instead of making a consid-ered
judgment of what missile defense capabilities and treaty rights it needs.
Current plans for a near-term NMD—the so-called C1 capability—are essen-tially
a point solution to a point problem, with limited long-term value. At
worst, the current plans point to a fragile initial capability that may be inade-quate
even to the immediate threat, much less other threats.
6

The choice of initial NMD architecture is particularly important as it has an
impact on the U.S. position in talks with Russia on renegotiating the Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty (ABMT). The potential exists of expanding and improving an initial
NMD, but only if ABMT revisions are framed in such a way as to permit the defense
to evolve. The administration has been steadfast in its support for the ABMT, call-ing
it the “cornerstone of strategic stability.”
7

It should come as no surprise that the
administration is reluctant to alter that agreement, particularly in the face of Rus-sian
comments that such actions could undermine strategic stability. If anything,
the administration has sought to strengthen the ABMT. It negotiated two substan-tive
changes to the treaty: the first to multilateralize it by including the other,
formerly nuclear, states of the USSR; and the second to provide demarcation
between TMD and NMD systems. Neither of these changes has been brought
before the Senate for its advice and consent.
It is no wonder that the administration has approached the subject of ABMT
revision reluctantly. The danger is that this reluctance will turn into a search for the
narrowest possible modifications. Such modifications may deny the United States
6. David C. Gompert and Jeffrey A. Isaacson, Planning a Ballistic Missile Defense System of Sys-
tems:
An Adaptive Strategy, Issue Paper 181 (Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND, August 1999). Since this
article was written, the administration has proposed an expanded C1 option that would add 80
interceptors to the C1 architecture.
7. Samuel Berger, “Special White House Briefing,” Federal News Service, March 21, 1997, Lexis-
Nexis.
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that very thing it had entered into negotiations to achieve: an effective and limited
NMD capable of addressing ballistic missile threats from rogue states.
In a speech outlining the administration’s NMD policy, Under Secretary of
Defense for Policy Walter Slocombe confirmed that the administration was pursu-ing
discussions with Russia on revising the ABMT based solely on the requirements
for the so-called C1 limited deployment (see page 6 for discussion of C1 capabil-ity).
8

Yet MND critics and supporters alike express the view that the deployment of
more technologically sophisticated threats is to be expected and even may be under
development today.
9

The concern about a “rush to failure” expressed in the report
prepared by the expert panel headed by Gen. Larry Welch may be matched by an
similarly ill-advised “rush to renegotiate.” It is not surprising that critics have raised
questions regarding the wisdom of undertaking a costly and technically risky devel-opment
program to provide for the deployment of only very limited defenses
against an uncertain threat when to do so raises concerns in foreign quarters and
among the American people.
The problem confronting the United States is not one of reconciling proponents
and opponents of missile defenses but rather of addressing the conflicting policy
and programmatic prescriptions of those who agree that some kind of NMD is nec-essary.
There are those so enthusiastic to proceed with any kind of defense of the
homeland as soon as possible that the United States could end up with an ineffec-tive
NMD system. There are also those so ambivalent about any deployment (yet
resigned to a limited, possibly symbolic, deployment) who will accept only the
most limited of ABMT revisions. It is possible that the interests of these two fac-tions
may conspire to ensure that the United States gets the worst of both worlds:
a relatively ineffective system that, for technical and political reasons, cannot be
modified later to better address the ballistic missile threat.
The Clinton administration is committed, at least on paper, to deploying an
NMD system. Yet the administration has failed to make a persuasive case that a
deployment on the proposed timetable is technically feasible. It has failed also to
gain widespread support among national security experts for its proposed deploy-ment
of a limited NMD capability. Finally, the administration has not yet addressed
adequately how it will handle ABMT issues, particularly in view of repeated Rus-sian,
European, and Chinese statements regarding the importance of the ABMT to
strategic stability. Given the contentious nature of any deployment, a more persua-sive
case for missile defenses needs to be made.
If the United States is to move forward with a program to provide effective
NMD and TMD, a number of critical issues need to be examined immediately:
n Are current development programs adequate to demonstrate that missile
defenses are technically feasible?
n Will current deployment plans provide an adequate measure of defense against
prospective ballistic missile threats?
8. Walter Slocombe (speech at CSIS, Washington, D.C., November 5, 1999).
9. John Donnelly and Ann Roosevelt, “NMD Will Defeat Countermeasures, General Says,”
Defense Week, May 10, 1999.
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n What should be the U.S. approach to the ABMT and to its strategic relation-ships
with Russia, China, and, importantly, long-time allies?
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Where Are We on
Missile Defense?
While a consensus may be emerging on the need for some kind of missile defense,
there is no agreement on the technical feasibility of hit-to-kill systems, on the pro-gram’s
ability to reach its intended goal on time (or ever, as some might say), or on
the adequacy of the proposed architecture. Since its inception in 1983, the missile
defense program has been subject to changes in direction, priority, funding, and
technological emphasis. Program perturbations have been a major factor behind
the string of test failures that have plagued missile defense programs.
Until 1999, the administration was content to treat NMD as a technology pro-gram.
The dramatic change of events in late 1998, specifically the North Korean test
of a three-stage Taepo-dong missile, necessitated a sudden shift from a mode of
“research and wait” to one of “develop and deploy.” In January 1999, the NMD pro-gram
was refocused by the Clinton administration. The decision was made to slip
the prospective deployment date from 2003 to 2005 in order to allow more time to
develop and test elements of the proposed NMD system. Even so, the proposed
development schedule is judged to be high risk. More important, the two-year delay
for the deployment of an initial NMD system did not mean that the proposed
defense would be more capable than that planned for 2003. The road map devel-oped
by BMDO for the deployment of missile defenses proposes a very modest
initial capability, the so-called C1 capability consisting of 20 ground-based inter-ceptors
at a single site in Alaska, a single engagement radar, and upgraded ground-based
early warning radars. All this would be capable of meeting only an extremely
limited threat, both in terms of numbers and technical sophistication.
The administration recently made the decision to expand the initial deploy-ment
from the original C1 architecture with 20 interceptors to an expanded C1
configuration with 100 interceptors. The additional 80 interceptors would be
deployed by 2007. The reason for this is to allow for multiple launches of intercep-tors
against each incoming warhead. Apparently, officials were concerned that a
small attack would overwhelm an NMD system with only 20 interceptors and rela-tively
poor discrimination capability.
10

A subsequent defense capability, designated C2, would involve deployment of
additional ground-based sensors, the use of the low-altitude portion of the SBIRS
to provide discrimination of warheads and objects in flight, and the deployment of
additional interceptors. Initial deployment of the first high-orbiting element of the
10. Gopal Ratnam, “DoD Budget Paper Increases BMDO Controls,” Defense Week, January 17,
2000, p. 3.
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SBIRS, designed to provide improved early warning of missile attacks, is scheduled
for 2006. The low-orbiting portion of the constellation, which will provide the
advanced discrimination capability needed to meet a more capable missile threat, is
planned to reach initial operating capability (IOC) in 2010—and then only if suffi-cient
funds are made available. According to BMDO, the C2 capability would be
capable of addressing more technologically advanced threats but still only limited
numbers of missiles and warheads.
11

A still more robust capability, designated C3,
remains undefined beyond the general notions that it would involve more ground-based
systems and, possibly, sea- and space-based options.
In addition to the NMD program, the administration is pursuing a number of
initiatives to defend forward-deployed forces and allies against theater-range ballis-tic
missiles. Currently, the United States has six TMD systems, termed the “family
of systems,” in varying stages of development. The rationales for pursuing so many
programs are to address threat uncertainties, provide flexibility in deployments,
and enhance defense effectiveness through the layering of defenses.
TMD against short-range ballistic missiles will be provided primarily by the
U.S. Army’s Patriot advanced capability three (PAC-3) and the U.S. Navy’s area mis-sile
defense based on the Aegis radar and a modified Standard missile (Block IVa).
High-altitude defense against longer-range theater ballistic missiles will be
addressed by the Army’s THAAD, the Navy’s theaterwide (NTW) missile defense,
and/or the U.S. Air Force’s airborne laser (ABL). THAAD consists of both a new
missile and radar while the Navy system will be a further development of the stan-dard
missile, with the addition of a kick-stage motor and a new hit-to-kill vehicle.
Both THAAD and NTW will rely on space-based sensors (SBIRS Low) in order to
be effective against longer-range theater ballistic missiles. The ABL is intended to
conduct boost-phase intercepts of theater ballistic missiles. It will also have a capa-bility
to attack some high-altitude manned aircraft and even surface-to-air missiles.
The PAC-3 and/or Navy area missile defense system could serve as a second defen-sive
layer in conjunction with the THAAD, NTW, or ABL systems.
12

Three of the U.S. TMD systems—PAC-3, Navy area defense, and THAAD—are
nearing deployment. Among them, they have scored six successful intercepts. Based
on successful back-to-back intercepts, the decision was made to move THAAD into
engineering and manufacturing development, the stage prior to making a produc-tion
and deployment decision. On the current BMDO schedule, lower-tier TMD
systems, PAC-3, and the Navy area defense will begin deployment in 2002. The
upper-tier systems, THAAD and NTW, will begin deployment in 2007. Once the
ABL has demonstrated a successful lethal intercept in 2003, the program will be
capable of deploying a single test-bed aircraft as a near-term response capability.
The current plan is for the ABL to reach IOC (three aircraft) in 2007 and full oper-ational
capability (seven aircraft) around 2010.
11. NMD program update for CSIS, NMD Joint Program Office, December 18, 1998.
12. The United States has also been supporting development of the Israeli Arrow program
although it has no plans to deploy Arrow to protect U.S. forces.
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Can U.S. Missile Defense
Programs Meet the
Emerging Threat?
There appears to be a disconnect between the administration’s characterization of
the threat posed by ballistic missiles and WMD and the pace and scope of U.S. mis-sile
defense programs, particularly NMD. It is no secret that this administration is
ambivalent, at best, about a near-term deployment of an NMD system. A threat to
the continental United States by so-called rogue states could emerge as early as
2000, while the threat posed by high-performance medium- and intermediate-range
missiles to U.S. forces abroad and our allies already exists.
13

The administra-tion
plans to deploy an initial NMD no sooner than 2005, and then only by
undertaking a high-risk program. TMD systems (THAAD and/or NTW) capable of
addressing longer-range theater threats already being deployed will not be available
before 2007–2010. A Navy system capable of supporting the NMD mission would
require a different, more capable, booster and would not be available, by current
Navy estimates, until 2008–2012. On their present schedules, U.S. plans for missile
defense will leave the United States, its forces abroad, and its allies undefended for
almost another decade.
Moreover, there are a number of reasons to be concerned regarding the U.S.
ability to meet even these deployment time lines. The NMD DRR, scheduled for
June 2000, will take place after only four flight tests of the NMD booster and poten-tially
only one integrated flight test that uses all elements of a proposed system
(radar, BM/C
3

, and interceptor). The first test of the actual deployable interceptor is
not scheduled until flight test 13 in 2002. To date, there has been criticism that
flight tests for both the NMD and THAAD lack the degree of operational realism
desired by DOD test officials, although more credible test events are planned. The
failure of the January 2000 test may make it more likely that the administration will
choose not to make the go-ahead decision at the time of this summer’s DRR.
14

Although the test did not result in an actual hit, many elements of the proposed
architecture functioned together and guided the kill vehicle to within a small dis-13.
It was generally reported that North Korea was preparing this past summer to test the
improved Taepo-dong 1 or even the longer-range Taepo-dong 2. In a tenuous agreement with the
United States crafted by former secretary of defense William Perry, North Korea agreed not to test
its
long-range ballistic missile.
14. Greg Seigle, “NMD Time Scale is Too Tight for Comfort,” Jane’s Defense Weekly, January
19, 2000, p. 4.
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tance from the target object.
15

A delay in the decision to proceed with deployment
will effectively mean a minimum of a one-year slip in the schedule for a deployed
NMD, from 2005 to at least 2006.
In addition, serious issues regarding the NMD program’s management, sched-ule,
and funding were raised by the expert panel chaired by General Welch. The
Welch report noted a lack of resources, a highly compressed and high-risk test
schedule, and serious management problems as potentially putting the NMD pro-gram
on a path to failure.
16

Similar problems have apparently plagued the Army’s
THAAD program.
17

The lack of adequate planning and limits in funding have pre-vented
the creation of the technical and simulation base for a robust development
and test program.
The NMD program faces problems of greater substance than whether or not it
will be ready to support a deployment decision this summer. The first problem is
the ability of NMD technologies to meet basic performance parameters, particu-larly
the ability to hit an incoming warhead. The second problem is the adequacy of
the proposed architecture to defeat the threat it is likely to face at the time the
defense is deployed. The third problem is the effect of constraints imposed by the
ABMT and U.S. compliance standards on the ability of the United States to deploy
an adequate defense.
Will the Technologies Work?
There is a common perception that U.S. missile defense programs have yet to prove
that hit-to-kill capability, the essential prerequisite for a nonnuclear missile defense,
can be achieved with sufficient reliability under plausible real world circumstances.
The TMD and NMD development programs are intended to prove the viability of
hit-to-kill by the time the proposed systems are deployed in the 2005–2008 time
frame. There have now been six successful intercepts by hit-to-kill systems. The
much-publicized failures experienced by U.S. missile defense programs recently do
not necessarily impugn hit-to-kill technologies. Instead they have been attributed
to quality-control problems, schedule issues, and lack of adequate resources. It is
likely that the problem of hit-to-kill will be solved over the course of the next few
years. Indeed, since March 1999, BMDO has conducted six successful hit-to-kill
intercepts, demonstrating, in its estimation, that hit-to-kill technologies can work,
if not yet reliably.
18

Nevertheless, missile defense must overcome what the Welch
15. Kenneth Bacon, assistant secretary of defense for public affairs (background briefing on
ballistic missile intercept test, January 19, 2000); also, Alexander Nicoll et al., “Test Failure
Delays
‘Kill Missile’ Decision,” Financial Times, January 21, 2000.
16. Paul Mann, “Missile Defense Still ‘Troubled’ ,” Aviation Week and Space Technology,
Novem-ber
22, 1999, pp. 31–32.
17. Two successful intercepts in 1999 prompted DOD to authorize the THAAD program to
proceed to the next phase of development.
18. Lt. Gen. Ronald Kadish (USAF) (statement before the Senate Armed Services Committee,
Strategic Forces Subcommittee, February 28, 2000).
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report terms the “legacy of over-optimism about the state of progress in developing
reliable hit-to-kill performance.”
The proposed NMD architecture suffers from three major flaws. First, its sensor
suite (the combination of upgraded early warning radars and a single X-band
radar) are inadequate in both numbers and the quality of the information they pro-vide.
Second, its ability to provide adequate, particularly multiple, intercept
opportunities for all 50 states from a single site is limited. Third, the proposed sys-tem
only engages the incoming warhead in a single segment of its trajectory
(midcourse). Last, it has no capability to address shorter-range threats such as sea-based
ballistic missiles.
19

The sensor problem is the most significant weakness of the current proposed
NMD architecture. It is clear that in the information age sensors are critical to the
operation of any modern military system. The greater the amount of warning time
available to the defense and the greater the distance at which it can first “see” a bal-listic
missile, the larger the area that can be defended and the better the defense is
likely to perform. The location of potential ballistic missile launch sites may not be
known beforehand. Moreover, missile proliferators have already demonstrated
ingenuity and resourcefulness, employing deception and denial to hide their activi-ties
from view. Missile defense experts are unanimous in their view that future
threats will deploy penetration aids designed to defeat simple sensors. An effective
NMD system needs maximum exploitation of information. It requires global cov-erage
and a high-resolution discrimination capability. This means both more and
better ground-based radars and, inevitably, the use of space-based sensors. An
NMD system cannot be effective and still adhere to existing limitations and compli-ance
standards.
Even if the hit-to-kill and sensor problems are resolved, however, more serious
difficulties may confront any near-term NMD deployment plan. Because of the
pre-1999 program strategy, relatively little attention was focused by developers on
the problem of integrating discrete components into a working system that could
function in the real world. Another major uncertainty is the ability to integrate
components into a complete system that can see a missile, make a decision to fire,
and achieve a successful intercept. NMD proponents argue that the January 2000
flight test demonstrated successful system integration.
Will the Proposed NMD Provide an Adequate Defense?
The recent NMD test failure notwithstanding, the DRR could provide the basis for
a decision to proceed, if not an actual deployment decision. At that point in the
development schedule, BMDO should have demonstrated the basic attributes nec-essary
for a workable NMD capability to be deployed by 2005. In addition to one
integrated flight test, the DRR should validate component design for the entire
NMD system, establish that the program is on a path to permit deployment and
that the program can sustain an NMD capability, and verify life-cycle costs for the
19. Gompert and Isaacson, Planning a Ballistic Missile Defense System of Systems, 4–5.
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system. Although it is possible that the deployment of interceptors may be delayed
owing to development problems, the planned test program, when supported by
adequate management oversight and proper funding, should be able to produce a
deployable system within a reasonable period from the time the first site is made
operational.
The administration could make decisions this summer to begin construction of
a missile defense site in Alaska and to procure long-lead items that would eventually
be required for a fully operational system while it postpones a deployment decision.
Because the key to meeting the stated deployment data is driven by the need to
begin site construction almost immediately, this would allow, in theory, an opera-tional
system to be deployed in 2005 even if the actual decision to deploy was not
taken until a year or two later. Such a strategy would all but ensure that the current
concept for NMD, based on the C1/expanded C1 architecture, would be the one
pursued by the next administration.
It is important at this juncture to raise the possibility that the administration
could fall into a trap of its own invention. Having been reluctant to proceed with
deployment, giving relatively little attention and inadequate financial support to
NMD for most of its time in office, the administration now seeks to intensify the
pace and scope of activities in order to meet a specific deployment date. Yet, there is
a natural reluctance to seek politically costly amendments to the ABMT prior to
knowing whether or not an NMD system will work. This reluctance translates into
a minimalist policy that inches forward just enough to demonstrate commitment
to deployment without actually striving toward deployment or ABMT relief.
This policy, in turn, constrains the character of an initial NMD architecture
while it increases the risk of technical failure through the accelerated pace of the
development program. At worst, the weakness of the architecture and repeated test
failures embolden critics to suggest that a missile defense system cannot work. At
best, the current approach progresses toward deployment of NMD at the cost of
rendering whatever system is ultimately created so constrained by ABMT and so
limited by technology as to be largely ineffective.
It is difficult to have confidence that the NMD system the administration is
seeking to deploy by 2005 would provide even a minimum defensive capability.
Indeed, there are scenarios in which the proposed defense would have only a single
intercept opportunity against the simple threat postulated as likely in the 2005 time
frame. The reliance of the initial system on upgraded early-warning radars and a
single X-band radar means that the system will have very limited discrimination
capability. Thus if the threat is more sophisticated—for example, deploying simple
penetration aids—or is unanticipated, the proposed initial defense capability is
likely to prove inadequate.
20

It is quite possible that by the time it is deployed the proposed initial NMD sys-tem
will still be inadequate to address a technologically maturing threat. One of the
strongest arguments by critics of the administration’s NMD program is that poten-20.
One need only remember the problem presented to missile defenses in the Persian Gulf War
by Iraqi SCUD-derivative ballistic missiles that corkscrewed on reentry or broke up into large
pieces
that masked the incoming warhead.
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tial adversaries will seek to enhance the capability of their missiles with penetration
aides.
21

Another is the possibility of threats to the United States emerging from
directions different from that for which the initial architecture is optimized—a
North Korean missile launch. The Rumsfeld commission
22

sought to emphasize the
conclusion that rogue states’ missile capabilities are more advanced and robust than
had been believed. An equally important conclusion was that nations with emerg-ing
missile capabilities have demonstrated a continuing ability to surprise U.S.
intelligence. The commission found that countries seeking to acquire ballistic mis-siles
and WMD are using new development and testing practices that are difficult to
detect and target. With substantial outside assistance, these countries have devel-oped
a capability to design, develop, and deploy their own ballistic missiles. A
recent CSIS conference on ballistic missile proliferation concluded that the trend
toward increased proliferation would become more pronounced over the next 10 to
15 years, providing even greater potential for surprises.
23

This point is underscored by the launch of a North Korean Taepo-dong 1 with a
solid-fuel third stage—essentially a prototype intercontinental ballistic missile
(ICBM)—in August 1998. Apparently, the U.S. intelligence community provided
no warning of the existence of the new third stage. Relatively modest changes to the
physical structure, fuel, or engines of the Taepo-dong could enable it to reach an
aim point in the continental Unites States with a small payload.
24

North Korean No-dong
missiles have been provided to both Pakistan (the Ghauri) and Iran (the Sha-hab
3), enabling those two countries to pose a qualitatively new threat to nations in
their respective regions. Intelligence reports suggest that a test of the longer-range
Taepo-dong 2 could take place anytime. In light of North Korea’s past proliferation
behavior and the desire of a number of states to acquire still longer-range missiles,
Taepo-dong 1 and 2 range missiles are likely to find their way into the hands of
many states unfriendly to the United States and its allies. These nations will con-tinue
to acquire technology and expertise from Russia and China to develop and
perfect ballistic missiles. The August event proved that the pace of ballistic missile
development is increasing and that patterns are impossible to predict.
The decision by the administration to move to an expanded C1 architecture by
adding 80 more interceptors to the original deployment was in recognition of the
inadequacy of its original deployment plan against even a simple threat. The virtual
certainty that adversaries will respond to an initial NMD with more sophisticated
systems would seem to make the case for an initial NMD deployment that is more
robust than currently planned. Even with 100 interceptors, the initial deployment
would suffer from a combination of difficult intercept geometries, limited intercept
21. See, for example, George Lewis, Lisbeth Gronlund, and David Wright, “National Missile
Defense: An Indefensible System,” Foreign Policy (Winter 1999-2000): 120–137.
22. “Report of the Commission to Assess the Ballistic Missile Threat to the United States,” July
15, 1998 <209.207.236.112/irp/threat/missile/rumsfeld/toc.htm> (accessed May 2000).
23. Ballistic Missile Proliferation: Future Scenarios (CSIS conference, Washington, D.C., March
2, 1999).
24. Robert D. Walpole, “North Korea’s TD-1 Launch and Some Implications on the Ballistic
Missile Threat to the United States” (paper presented at CSIS, Washington, D.C., December 8,
1998).
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opportunities, and poor discrimination. As designed, the initial NMD system—
even if all the elements work—with only 100 missiles available is insufficiently
robust to prepare for even modest surprises. At the very least, a more robust
deployment would provide a hedge against additional surprises by rogue states.
No single NMD site can provide equally high-confidence defense of the entire
territory of the United States. The proposed Alaska site will be better able to protect
the U.S. Northwest, including Alaska and Hawaii, particularly from missiles
launched by North Korea. It will have greater difficulty defending targets in the U.S.
Southeast against a missile launched from the Middle East. Conversely, a site at
Grand Forks would be better situated to cover the eastern United States but be less
capable of protecting Alaska and Hawaii. It is obvious that adequate protection of
all 50 states requires an NMD system based on more than one site.
25

Decades of engagement analysis bear out the commonsense conclusion that a
system capable of engaging ballistic missiles in multiple segments of their flight tra-jectories
is better than one that cannot. This allows for multiple opportunities to
intercept a ballistic missile or its payload. It also means that the defense is in a posi-tion
to defeat the use of countermeasures. U.S. TMD plans call for at least a two-layer
defense consisting either of the THAAD and PAC-3 or the midcourse NTW
and the Navy area defense, or possibly the PAC-3, if the defended site is on land.
With the addition of the ABL, a three-layer architecture could be created. An NMD
system capable of intercepting in only a single segment is inherently less capable
than is a layered defense.
The focus of most threat analyses has been on the proliferation of longer-range
ballistic missiles. It is possible that potential adversaries may also develop sea-based
launch options. The present proposed NMD architecture might not even detect,
and certainly could not intercept, such an attack. A layered system, with an under-layer
capable of engaging shorter-range missiles, could address this threat.
Can a Viable Defense Be Created under
Present ABMT and Compliance Standards?
A major source of difficulty in developing an adequate missile defense capability
has been the impact of self-imposed interpretations of the restrictions on develop-ment,
testing, and deployment imposed by the ABMT. The effort to design a
defense that conforms to an unnecessarily strict, narrowly legalistic interpretation
of the requirements of the ABMT has resulted in the development of system ele-ments
with limited capability and very little growth potential. For example, it is not
clear whether the kill vehicle being developed for the NMD interceptor will be
capable of discriminating warheads from the kinds of decoys that an adversary
might deploy.
26

Moreover, many of the proposed programs have been constrained
in their character and performance capabilities in order to adhere to our narrowly
legal standards of compliance or to limit costs.
25. Ibid., p. 5.
26. Donnelly and Roosevelt, “NMD Will Defeat Countermeasures, General Says,” p. 13.
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The result is that the NMD program must struggle to address the additional risk
created by the requirement of providing coverage of the entire United States,
including Alaska and Hawaii, from a single site while remaining ABMT compliant
or posing only a minimal problem for renegotiation. One example is the problem
of designing an interceptor that can provide coverage for all 50 states from a single
site. The right to deploy at multiple sites would have allowed for the design of a
different, possibly less costly and technically stressing, interceptor. Another exam-ple
is the choice of sensors for the initial system. The majority of the radars
included in the initial system are old early-warning systems that, even when
upgraded, will lack a real discrimination capability.
Self-imposed compliance standards will hamper the ability of TMD to meet the
expected threat. Although all current TMD systems have been declared ABMT
compliant by the U.S. government, the development of TMD systems has been con-strained
in a number of ways. For example, the administration has barred the
THAAD and NTW systems from being tested against the kind of missiles North
Korea tested in 1998.
27

The evolution of ballistic missile threats has blurred the
dividing line between theater and strategic ballistic missiles. It is possible that future
TMD systems may be improperly classified as NMD-capable based on their capa-bility
to intercept advanced theater ballistic missiles, which themselves may be
constructed from stages that are interchangeable with the stages of a strategic ballis-tic
missile.
The disconnect between the administration’s characterization of the emerging
theater missile and ICBM threat and its policies and programs is both real and seri-ous.
It appears that the administration has belatedly realized at least some of the
shortcomings of its initial plans as reflected by its decisions to provide additional
funds for NMD development and to deploy more interceptors as part of its initial
NMD architecture. These steps only modestly address the set of technical, schedule,
and operational inadequacies of current NMD and TMD development programs
and deployment plans.
27. Baker Spring and James H. Anderson, “Missile Defense: Ending America’s Vulnerability,”
Issues 2000 (Washington, D.C.: Heritage Foundation, 2000), 13.
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What Should Be Done?
The emerging ballistic missile capability of potential adversaries could pose a seri-ous
threat to our national security strategy, military operations abroad, and, most
important, the territory of the United States. The administration should seriously
embrace an investment in TMD and NMD that is sufficient to permit the develop-ment
and deployment of the necessary technologies, systems, and architectures
with which to meet the security challenge posed by ballistic missiles. Such a com-mitment
would expand the programs and plans proposed by the Clinton
administration. It would also require pursuit of a revision of the ABMT more com-prehensive
than that currently being pursued and, should Russia prove unalterably
opposed to such revisions, consideration of alternative modes of relief from treaty
constraints.
On the basis of the above discussion, it is clear that the United States requires
missile defenses considerably more capable than those provided for by the adminis-tration’s
current plans. The defenses deployed must be capable of defeating a threat
that cannot be fully defined at this moment but that appears to be growing. To deter
pursuit of ballistic missile options, if possible, and defeat those threats that cannot
be deterred, such defenses need to have a demonstrated capability, as early as possi-ble,
to engage a technologically sophisticated ballistic missile threat.
The United States, at a minimum, needs to reorient its missile defense plans
along the following lines:
n Freedom to deploy and employ sensors. The sine qua non of effective
defense against emerging and evolving threats, particularly across the range of
scenarios in which the United States might seek to project power under condi-tions
of uncertainty, is the ability of sensor networks to detect, track,
discriminate, and target. Deployment of sensors close to the launch point of the
target increases engagement envelopes and thus opportunities to intercept war-heads.
There is a requirement for space-based sensors against even the modest
threats for which the administration’s NMD architecture supposedly is
designed. Space-based sensors can enhance the effectiveness of ground-based
radar by cueing them as to the direction of the threat. They can also provide a
highly effective countermeasure against simple decoys. Hence, the ability to
deploy freely and employ sensors is critical to the role of missile defenses as both
deterrent and defense. With this reality in mind, the United States should
aggressively pursue the necessary sensor programs with a view to maximizing
its freedom under the ABMT and, as necessary, seek relief from ABMT
constraints.
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n A more robust initial nmd capability than is currently planned.
This means architecture based on the deployment of additional, high-performance
ground-based radars (possibly in lieu of upgraded early-warning
radar), the deployment in a timely manner of SBIRS Low, and additional
deployment sites for interceptors beyond the one currently permitted. It should
not preclude use of mobile missile defenses, such as a version of the Navy’s the-aterwide
system, to address long-range, land-based and shorter-range, sea-based
threats. The number of additional interceptors required for both an ini-tial
and evolved NMD capability will depend, to a large extent, on the flexibility
of the overall defensive architecture that, in turn, will be a function of such fac-tors
as the ability to deploy and employ sensors. The limit on the number of
interceptors that could be deployed would be a function of two criteria: the
desired number of “shots” against a target and the desired level of effectiveness
against future strategic offensive forces.
28

n freedom to develop and deploy tmd systems. The evolution of the threat
has made it impossible to define the line between NMD and TMD based on
their performance. The threat posed by currently deployed theater ballistic mis-siles
exceeds the capability of the defenses the United States is capable of
deploying in the next few years. We must expect that theater threats will con-tinue
to grow in both numbers and sophistication. As a result, the current U.S.-Russian
agreement on demarcation is no longer acceptable. The United States
must be able to deploy TMD systems capable of meeting these challenges.
n Freedom to develop and test advanced nmd systems. Deployment of a
highly capable NMD is only one step in devaluing the emerging ballistic missile
threat. To dissuade would-be proliferators from continuing to seek advantage
through development of more capable ballistic missiles, the United States
requires a robust research and development (R&D) and testing program in
advanced defenses. Demonstrating a capability to deploy advanced defenses can
help persuade proliferators to abandon their plans. Should the threat continue
to increase, it may become necessary to deploy such defenses.
Emerging ballistic missile capabilities could provide as many surprises in the
next eight years as they have in the past eight. Planning now to address the expected
evolution of the ballistic missile threat as well as the likelihood of surprises requires
focusing R&D on follow-on defenses. BMDO’s plan envisions limited growth from
an initial, modest deployment to an increase in the number of interceptors and the
number and types of sensors. The character of future architectures, possibly involv-ing
advanced technologies and alternative basing modes, has not been defined. In
NMD planning and R&D, consideration must be given to the need to defend
against a shorter-range, ship-based ballistic missile threat.
The United States also needs to develop and deploy a complete suite of TMD
systems. At a minimum, this means the PAC-3, THAAD, and Navy area and
28. A recent study suggests that even at START III levels, a modest defense (200 interceptors)
would not threaten U.S. or Russian retaliatory capabilities. See Dean Wilkening, How Much
Defense
is Too Much? (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University, October 1998).
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theaterwide systems. DOD also needs to complete the ABL development program
through, at least, the lethal intercept demonstration planned for 2003.
The combination of robust initial deployments and an aggressive research,
development, and testing program offers the best prospect for both countering the
emerging theater missile and ICBM threats and dissuading potential proliferators
from pursuing their plans. The United States requires a missile defense program
with maximum flexibility in research, development, and testing. This will provide
the best chances that deployed defensive capabilities could keep pace with an evolv-ing
threat and might help dissuade nations hostile to the United States or its friends
and allies from pursuing ballistic missile capabilities. At present, the United States
faces an emerging threat that will be relatively limited in both numbers and techni-cal
sophistication. But there is no reason to believe that, left unopposed, the threat
will remain small and simple. Freedom to develop and test follow-on defenses will
be critical to meeting unexpected or more sophisticated threats, should they
emerge, and dissuading would-be proliferators from pursuing long-range ballistic
missiles. In view of the requirement for effectiveness and flexibility across a broad
range of potential threat scenarios, the United States requires, in addition to those
capabilities identified above, freedom to develop and test but not necessarily deploy
at this time more advanced missile defenses. To this end, funds should be allocated
to research more advanced architectures capable of addressing threats beyond 2010.
As noted above, even under the most optimistic projections, U.S. power projec-tion
forces and territory will remain vulnerable to ballistic missile attack for the
better part of a decade. In view of this fact, the administration should:
n Define what steps it intends to take to implement pending legislation on
deployment of missile defenses. The administration needs to make the formal
deployment commitment now in order to avoid future delays in funding, long-lead
procurement, and the full range of activities associated with deployment;
n Provide the necessary funding in out-year budgets for the more capable NMD
and TMD capability proposed above. Resources need to be available to ensure
adequate testing of systems, maintain or even accelerate deployment schedules,
and provide for additional capabilities (e.g., radars, space-based sensors, inter-ceptors);
29

and
n Identify measures needed to defend the U.S. homeland from WMD attack not
by ballistic missiles but by alternative delivery means, including clandestine
attacks. The ability to defend against alternative means of delivering WMD can
reinforce efforts to defend against ballistic missiles and also provide protection
against weaker adversaries who, while not having the resources to develop or
acquire long-range ballistic missiles, may still possess WMD.
29. Although participants in the CSIS assessment did not perform detailed cost calculations,
note that the Congressional Budget Office estimates that a 300-interceptor/3-site NMD could cost
$31 billion to acquire. To that must be added the cost of SBIRS Low (perhaps $5 billion) and of
theater defenses.
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Dealing with the ABM Treaty
An NMD system adequate to meet the challenges posed by existing, much less
emerging, ballistic missile threats will not be compliant with the existing ABMT.
Even in the near future, defending against ballistic missile attacks will require more
capable systems and more flexible architectures than have been considered accept-able
under the ABMT. Should the enemy threat increase in numbers and/or
technical sophistication, the United States will require still more capable defensive
systems.
The present proposed NMD architecture, not coincidentally, would require
only modest changes to the ABMT. However, a policy of negotiating only those
amendments that would permit the deployment of a specific architecture, in this
case the C1/expanded C1, is fatally flawed. Such an approach would lock the United
States into a narrow set of technologies and a difficult operational situation. The
effectiveness of a defense limited by minimal amendment to the ABMT would be
suspect, at best. By most assessments, such a defense would collapse in the face of a
responsive threat.
The United States requires flexibility in its initial NMD deployments. Even a
limited NMD will require more than a single site, more than 100 interceptors, and
more and different sensor systems. Amending the ABMT to permit only the initial
phase of NMD deployment (a single site, a handful of interceptors, limited addi-tional
sensor deployments) is shortsighted and inconsistent with the expected
evolution of the threat. Such an effort would require negotiations on additional
amendments within a few years and runs counter to our need for freedom and flex-ibility
in deployment and testing of both NMD and TMD. The administration
needs to negotiate changes to the ABMT that will permit deployment of effective
defenses against a robust threat.
The technical progress of the emerging threat has rendered obsolete the ABMT
distinction between TMD and NMD. Systems as simple as the Taepo-dong 1 are
now capable of ranges and reentry velocities that exceed the demarcation standards
proposed by the United States and Russia at Helsinki. To meet this threat, modern,
high-performance TMD systems, particularly when supported by space-based sen-sors,
will have to possess performance characteristics that create an inherent NMD
capability. As a result, only those systems specifically tested against modern strate-gic
ballistic missiles or their warheads—a clearly demonstrated capability
standard—should be designated as NMD systems and subject to treaty constraints.
The United States should also reexamine ABMT constraints on the transfer of
missile defense technologies. Emerging threats in East Asia already pose a risk to
U.S. friends and allies. South Korea and Japan, as well as U.S. forces in Northeast
Asia, are already vulnerable to North Korean No-dong missiles. Long-range ballistic
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missiles deployed in the Middle East could threaten U.S forces in Europe, as well as
NATO nations, and, of course, Israel and Saudi Arabia. Although a 5,000 km missile
deployed in Iran could not reach the United States, it could reach London, Berlin,
and Paris. Therefore, U.S. allies will require high-performance TMD systems as
much as the United States. Because such systems are likely to have an inherent,
albeit often limited, capability to intercept strategic ballistic missiles or their war-heads,
the ABMT’s constraints on technology transfers will have to be altered or
eliminated.
The defense of the homeland against limited attacks is quite compatible with
the goal of reductions in strategic offensive forces. The deployment of defenses
capable of defeating limited ballistic missile attacks could have the additional posi-tive
effect of degrading or eliminating the capability of the major nuclear powers to
employ ballistic missiles as first-strike weapons. Limited defenses could also serve
to deter possible Russian backsliding, that is, an effort to reconfigure or increase
Russia’s strategic offensive forces in an effort to acquire a first-strike advantage.
The modest changes to the ABMT proposed by the administration will allow
neither the deployment of adequate TMD systems to address threats currently
deployed nor the room for growth in NMD that will be necessitated by the intro-duction
of even simple countermeasures. Instead of addressing the problem
piecemeal, the administration should seek changes to the ABMT sufficient to allow
the deployment of TMD and NMD systems that are capable of meeting the threats
the United States and its allies are likely to face toward the end of this decade.
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Additional Measures
for Countering the
Ballistic Missile Threat
U.S. ballistic missile defense efforts need to be pursued as part of a comprehensive
strategy for dealing with WMD and the means to deliver them. Of necessity, that
strategy must be global, one in which the United States can enlist its closest allies.
Three competing U.S. policy priorities need to be reconciled: (1) discouraging (if
not preventing) the proliferation of WMD and the means to deliver them; (2) mod-ifying
the Russian nuclear posture in ways that are stabilizing; and (3) pursuing the
development and deployment of ballistic missile defenses.
The United States needs to go to its key allies, as well as Russia and China, at the
highest levels to propose a revitalized joint effort against WMD proliferation. Par-ticularly
with respect to Russia, such an undertaking would provide both a positive
element in the U.S.–Russia relationship and the best approach for obtaining Rus-sian
cooperation. Engaging Russia and China on the issue of WMD proliferation
and the nature of the threat could increase mutual understanding regarding U.S.,
Russian, and possibly Chinese national security policies.
30

Success of any effort to limit WMD proliferation should include strategic con-sultations
between the United States and these governments to develop a common
assessment of the risk posed by countries such as Iran, Iraq, and North Korea and
the list of measures that should be pursued. These measures could include:
n Better means of collecting and analyzing intelligence information about poten-tial
proliferators;
n Regional strategies to resolve underlying tensions and disputes that provide
part of the motivation for WMD proliferation (such as in the Middle East and
on the Korean peninsula);
n Security strategies that deter the acquisition and use of WMD and the means to
deliver them by states such as Iraq and North Korea that are seeking to coerce
their neighbors;
n Enhanced export controls on a multilateral basis with real sanctions for
noncompliance;
30. On this subject, see Fred Iklé et al., Harmonizing the Evolution of U.S. and Russian Defense
Policies (Washington, D.C.: CSIS, 1993).
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n Improved capabilities for dealing with both the military and civilian conse-quences
of WMD use, including improved detectors, vaccines, antidotes,
protective clothing, and emergency response procedures and practices;
n Improved means for detecting and defeating the various alternative means of
delivery of WMD; and
n Improved conventional capabilities (including weapons and sensors) for locat-ing
and destroying production, storage, and support facilities for WMD and
associated delivery systems, with obvious limitations on what could be shared
with other countries.
This framework also should allow the United States to offer to contribute ballis-tic
missile defense capability to those countries joining in this comprehensive effort
against WMD. The United States is already doing this to some degree in its cooper-ation
with Israel on the Arrow program, its sale of Patriot missile systems to close
friends and allies, and certain technology sharing under BMDO cooperative agree-ments.
But significant technology transfer restrictions prevent wider sharing.
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Conclusions
The United States faces a host of challenges to its national interests and its military
strategy of forward presence and rapid power projection. One of the most signifi-cant
threats is a ballistic missile armed with WMD payloads in the hands of a
regional adversary determined to deter U.S. intervention and defeat U.S. strategy
and forces.
The strategic situation today is very different from the one faced in 1983 when
the Reagan administration’s effort to develop missile defenses began. Missile threats
are smaller and, for the moment, relatively unsophisticated. Advances in defensive
technologies now offer the possibility of imposing an unfavorable cost–exchange
ratio on the emerging threat.
The United States has recognized that a national missile defense will form an
essential part of the future defense of the U.S. homeland. The United States is now
committed to the deployment of a national missile defense, when technologically
feasible. The issue now is what we will have and when we should deploy it.
There is great pressure to move as rapidly as possible to deployment of some
sort of NMD. However, a decision this summer to deploy an NMD would have to
be made in the face of enormous uncertainties. Serious questions are being raised
about the technical maturity of system elements. Senior DOD officials have criti-cized
the adequacy of the testing and simulations performed to date. Questions
persist about the adequacy of funding, particularly in the out-years. The robustness
of command-and-control and battle-management systems has not yet been dem-onstrated.
The capability of the initial architecture for providing even minimum
levels of protection against the near-term threat is uncertain. Finally, the policy
being pursued with respect to ABMT negotiations would leave the United States
with very few options to improve or expand the system.
There is the very real danger that a rush to deploy this year will leave the United
States stuck with a system that has neither the inherent capability to meet the cur-rent
threat nor growth potential to meet an improved threat. Furthermore, a rush
to negotiate changes in the ABMT in order to meet a near-term deployment dead-line
could result in a new agreement that provides only minimal relief.
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Recommendations
n The present administration should not take any actions in the remainder of the
last year of its term that would commit the United States to a particular course
with respect to NMD or otherwise foreclose the next administration’s options.
This should be seen not as a lack of commitment on the part of the administra-tion
but instead as a sensible approach that avoids the trap that could be created
by a combination of a “rush to deploy” and a “rush to negotiate.”
n The next administration should recast this program to provide for more capa-ble
defenses of the homeland. Specifically, the next administration should plan
to deploy a “thin” nationwide defense. The minimum architecture should
include several deployment sites, up to several hundred ground-based intercep-tors,
and freedom to deploy and employ sensors.
n With regard to TMD, a demonstrated capability standard should be adopted as
the basis for distinguishing TMD from NMD systems. Under this standard a
system would be deemed to be ABM capable only if tested against a modern
strategic reentry vehicle. U.S. TMD and NMD development, testing, and
deployment plans should be revised to take into account the need to address the
evolving threat.
n As part of this effort, the next administration should revise ABMT compliance
policies and negotiating strategy in recognition of the changes in threats and
defensive requirements. Where necessary, the administration should seek con-gressional
support for recasting compliance policy.
n Adequate funding of U.S. missile defense programs should be provided to bring
them along as soon as possible. It should be determined whether additional
funding is required for key systems and for more capable initial deployments.
Management and oversight for key programs should be improved so as to
ensure timely and successful completion.
n Development and testing of follow-on defenses should be pursued, in part to
demonstrate to any would-be proliferator that its efforts could be rapidly and
effectively countered. The United States must design its missile defense pro-grams
in anticipation of surprises produced by the evolving threat.
n Treaty renegotiation should not be limited to modifications that would only
permit deployment of an initial, inadequate defense capability. Instead, the U.S.
position should be that the treaty must permit freedom to develop and test
defenses capable of addressing an evolving threat. As part of this effort, the
administration should recognize that changes in threats have rendered the dis-
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tinction between NMD and TMD meaningless. Efforts to maintain such a
distinction are doomed to fail.
n The administration should consider entering into a strategic dialogue with
China for the purpose of addressing perceived difficulties created by the deploy-ment
of TMD in East Asia and NMD in the United States—without
legitimizing the notion that China has the right to hold the United States or its
allies and friends at risk.
n Plans to provide interim defensive capabilities should be developed to reduce
the period of time in which U.S. forces and territory will be vulnerable to
emerging threats and to guard against surprise.
n Efforts should be intensified to control the flow of WMD technology and exper-tise
to potentially dangerous nations, perhaps by being more aggressive in
identifying and supporting alternative forms of economic development and
supporting Russia’s efforts to reduce its nuclear weapons infrastructure and
stockpile.
n A serious effort should be undertaken to counter WMD threats delivered by
means other than ballistic missiles. A formal review of the U.S. defense posture
should be conducted so as to identify additional offensive capabilities, both
conventional and nuclear, that may be required to complement missile
defenses.
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